Abstract-Planning techniques recorded a significant progress during recent years. However, many planning problems remain still hard even for modern planners. One of the most promising approaches is gathering additional knowledge by using learning techniques. Well known sort of knowledge -macro-operators, formalized like 'normal' planning operators, represent a sequence of primitive planning operators. The other sort of knowledge consists of pruning unnecessary operators' instances (actions) by investigating connections (entanglements) between operators and initial or goal predicates. Advantageously, macro-operators and entanglements can be encoded directly in planning domains (or problems) and common planning systems can be applied on them. In this paper, we will show how we can put these approaches together. We will provide an experimental evaluation showing that combining these learning techniques can improve the planning process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Planning problems [1] belong to one of the most important research areas of Artificial Intelligence (AI). Thanks to the International Planning Competition (IPC) 1 , many advanced planning systems have been developed. Neo-classical planning techniques explore the Planning Graph [2] , a structure that helps to avoid symmetries usually appearing during the 'classical' forward or backward search. Successful planning systems (like [3] , [4] ) are based on heuristics search [5] , where heuristics are usually computed over the (relaxed) Planning Graph. Some planning systems also benefit from a translation of planning problems into other formalisms like Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) [6] or Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) [7] .
However, complexity of (classical) planning is up to EXPSPACE-complete [8] (considering the classical representation of planning problems [1] ). It causes that even the best planning systems often fail to solve little harder planning problems. Despite the existence of many powerful heuristics planning itself is still mainly about 'brute force' search. This is the main reason why many researchers are starting to focus on using learning techniques that can gather additional knowledge describing some characteristics for particular classes of planning problems to support the planning process. This knowledge can be, for instance, learnt from training planssolutions of simpler planning problems of the given class. 1 http://ipc.icaps-conference.org Generating macro-operators [9] is well known and thoroughly studied sort of knowledge. Macro-operators can be understood as 'normal' planning operators representing a sequence of primitive planning operators. There have been developed several approaches [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] that can generate macro-operators. Macro-operators serve like 'shortcuts' in the search space that reduce its depth. On the other hand, macro-operators are responsible for an increase of the branching factor. Additionally, in [13] , [14] all primitive operators replaced by newly generated macro-operators in all training plans are removed. It gained very promising results, especially the planners' running times were significantly reduced.
Eliminating unnecessary actions is a possibility how the branching factor can be reduced. Work presented in [15] , [14] learns connections (called entanglements) between planning operators and initial or goal atoms (predicates). Actions (normally reachable) that violate the learned entanglements are eliminated. This method gained very promising results as well.
In this paper, we are focusing on a combination of the both learning techniques (macro-operators and entanglements). We believe that it can help with reducing both the depth of the search space and the branching factor. We will experimentally evaluate how the planning process can be improved when macro-operators and entanglements are used together. This paper is organized as follows. First, we will introduce basic notions from the planning theory followed by a brief discussion about related works, then we will say what macrooperators and entanglements stand for. Then, we will formally show how macro-operators and entanglements can be combined. It is followed by an example which will help the reader to understand how it works. Then, we will provide a thorough experimental evaluation and then we will finally conclude. [1] .
II. PRELIMINARIES
Planning domains and problems are usually formalized in a LISP-based language called Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [16] . PDDL representation of classical planning problems, we are dealing with in this paper, is often called STRIPS representation.
III. RELATED WORKS
The idea of using macro-operators (or macro-actions) is not very new, it is advisable to mention REFLECT [17] or Macro Problem Solver [9] . State-of-the-art systems can be divided into two main groups -planner dependent and planner independent. Planner dependent systems MARVIN [18] or SOL-EP version of MACRO-FF [12] are built upon FF planner [3] . Planner independent macro-operator learning systems, on the other hand, can be used with arbitrary planners without changing their source codes. CA-ED version of MACRO-FF [12] (learns macro-operators through analyzing static predicates) or WIZARD [10] (learns macro-operators genetically) are good examples of such planner independent systems. Finally, work described in [13] , [14] is also a planner independent macrooperator learning system, but in addition it removes primitive operators replaced by generated macro-operators in all the training plans.
Elimination of unnecessary actions are done by modern planners (like FF [3] , LAMA [19] etc.) in terms that actions are eliminated if they are not applicable in any point of the planning process (unreachable actions). Entanglements, introduced in [15] , represent connections between operators and initial or goal predicates. By using entanglements we can prune also reachable actions that are (mostly) unnecessary.
IV. MACRO-OPERATORS
Macro-operators, as mentioned before, act as sequences of primitive operators. Obviously, macro-operators can be understood as 'shortcuts' in the search space, because shorter plans need to be explored to find a solution. Basically, the advantage of using macro-operators takes place if the corresponding sequences of instances of primitive operators appear frequently in plans. A macro-operator o i,j is constructed by assembling operators o i and o j (in this order) in the following way:
By a simple consideration that a macro-operator is a planning operator we can easily extend this construction for larger sequences of primitive operators.
V. ENTANGLEMENTS
Entanglements [15] , [14] refer to connections between planning operators and initial or goal predicates. Such actions (instances of operators) that violate entanglements can be pruned even though these actions might be reachable. It is good for reducing the branching factor. According to [15] , we provide formal definitions.
Definition 1:
Let P = Σ, s 0 , g be a planning problem, o be a planning operator from Σ and p be a predicate. The operator o is entangled by init (resp. goal) with the predicate p in the planning problem P if and only if p ∈ pre(o) (resp. p ∈ ef f + (o)) and there exists a plan π that solves P and for every action a ∈ π which is an instance of o and for every grounded instance p ground of the predicate p holds:
Definition 2: Let Σ be a planning domain, o be a planning operator from Σ and p be a predicate. The operator o is fully entangled by init (resp. goal) with the predicate p if and only if there does not exist any solvable planning problem P over Σ where o in not entangled by init (resp. goal) with p in P . In addition we define a set plans(P, o, p, init (resp. goal)) = {π | π is a solution of P and satisfy the conditions of entanglement of o and p regarding def. 1}.
The entanglement by init (resp. goal) says that in a given planning problem we use only such instances of operators, whose predicates in preconditions (resp. positive effects) correspond with the initial (resp. goal) predicates. The full entanglement extends this for every solvable planning problem in the given domain.
Definition 2 ensures the existence of plans for every solvable planning problem when pruning actions violating the full entanglement conditions. In a general case, each full entanglement somehow restricts these sets of plans allowing only such actions that do not violate the particular full entanglement. However, such restrictions differ regarding the particular full entanglements. The different full entanglements can be used together in such a way that every solvable planning problem remains solvable even if actions violating all the full entanglements are pruned.
Definition 3:
Let Σ be a planning domain, SFE a set of 
Detecting (compatible) full entanglements might be done theoretically, but it requires a domain expert who will theoretically prove the (full) entanglements for particular domains. In [15] , the (compatible) full entanglements are detected heuristically in terms that it is investigated whether the particular full entanglement holds for all the training plans (modified version incorporates a 'flaws' ratio allowing a small number of violations of the entanglement conditions in the training plans).
VI. COMBINING MACRO-OPERATORS AND ENTANGLEMENTS As mentioned before in the text, the main issue of using macro-operators rests in the significant increase of the branching factor. On the other hand, eliminating actions via entanglements is a technique that reduces the branching factor. Obviously, we believe that combining the both techniques could result in an improvement of the planning process.
The main question is how macro-operators and entanglements can be combined. In the following lines, we will formally show how to combine macro-operators and (full) entanglements. 
We showed that the predicate (p) is inherited from the primitive operators (o 1 or o 2 ) if the ceratin conditions (listed in 1-4) hold. Considering the fact (from the definition of full entanglements) that for every solvable planning problem there exists a (valid) plan such that all instances of o 1 (resp. o 2 ) satisfy the entanglement conditions. It means that the certain instance of the predicate p (involved in the entanglement) corresponds with some initial or goal predicate. If (consecutive) instances of o 1 and o 2 are assembled into a macro-action (the instance of o 1,2 ), then we know that the same instance of p is also presented in the precondition (resp. positive effects) of this macro-action. Obviously, this instance of p satisfy the entanglement conditions with respect to o i,j .
We proved that macro-operators assembled from two primitive operators can inherit the entanglements from them. It can be easily extended, because every macro-operator is also a planning operator that can be assembled with other primitive operator or macro-operator, and so on.
VII. EXAMPLE
Let us consider well known planning domain Blocksworld [20] . In the Blocksworld domain, there is a robotic arm which can move blocks on or off the table or the other blocks. Blocks can be stacked only in tower structures (i.e., no block can be stacked directly on more than one block and at most one block can be stacked on another block). In the Blocksworld domain, we have four planning operators: STACK (stacks a block on another block), UNSTACK (unstacks a block from another block), PICKUP (picks a block from the table), and PUTDOWN (puts a block to the table). Operators STACK and UNSTACK have two arguments (they operate with two blocks), the other operators just one.
From the macro-operators point of view, we can simply observe that the instances of UNSTACK are followed by the instances of PUTDOWN or STACK and the instances of PICKUP are followed by the instances of STACK. It results in a creation of macro-operators UNSTACK-PUTDOWN (unstacks a block from another block and puts it to the table), UNSTACK-STACK (unstacks a block from another block and stacks it to another block) and PICKUP-STACK (picks up a block from the table and stacks it to another block). If no initial or goal state consider situation where the robotic arm holds some block, then we can remove all the primitive operators.
From the entanglements point of view, we can see that to find a solution we have to take down the initial 'towers' of blocks and then we have to build the required 'towers' of blocks. By a simple observation we can find out that UNSTACK (resp. STACK) operators are (fully) entangled by init (resp. goal) with a predicate describing which block is stacked on which block. For instance, if a block B is initially stacked on a block A, then we allow action UNSTACK(B,A), otherwise we prune this action (see fig. 1 ). If we put both approaches together, then according to the proposition 1 the (full) entanglements are inherited by the macro-operators from the primitive operators. UNSTACK-PUTDOWN (resp. PICKUP-STACK) has the same arguments as UNSTACK (resp. STACK). It means that inheriting the (full) entanglements results in allowing the same instances, i.e., we allow the same instances of UNSTACK-PUTDOWN as we allowed for UNSTACK (similarly for PICKUP-STACK and STACK). UNSTACK-STACK is the most interesting macro-operator, because it inherits the (full) entanglements from the both UNSTACK and STACK operators. It results in the fact that action UNSTACK-STACK(A,B,C) is allowed if and only if A is initially stacked on B and A is required to be stacked on C.
Let us assume we have a planning problem with n blocks. It is straightforward that if we use the macro-operators (and remove the primitive operators), then we reduce the depth of the search space to half (all the macro-operators consist of two primitive operators). The question is how many actions (instances of operators or macro-operators) are considered. Here we provide upper estimation for all the cases:
• Original: 2n 2 + 2n -UNSTACK and STACK have two arguments, PICKUP and PUTDOWN have only one argument.
• Macro-operators: n 3 + 2n 2 -UNSTACK-STACK has three arguments, UNSTACK-PUTDOWN and PICKUP-STACK have two arguments.
• Entanglements: 4n -as explained before the (full) entanglements allow to instantiate UNSTACK actions in such a way that we can only unstack a block from its initial position. As we know from the domain description, the block can be stacked on at most one other block. It similarly holds for STACK.
• Both: 3n -UNSTACK-PUTDOWN and PICKUP-STACK are affected by the (full) entanglements in the similar way as UNSTACK and STACK. UNSTACK-STACK is affected in such a way that a block can be moved only from its initial position to its goal position.
It results that for every block that is going to move we can have at most one instance of UNSTACK-STACK.
The number of considered actions in particular planning problems do not have to be necessarily in correlation with the branching factor. On the other hand, it may give us an insight how difficult it could be for planners to find a solution. We can see that in the Blocksworld domain combining macrooperators and entanglements results either in the reduction of the depth of the search space and the number of considerable actions. It gives us a positive outlook for using both learning methods (macro-operators and entanglements) together.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Domains
We chose several planning domains for our experiments to ensure that the proposed approach is generally applicable (rather than specific for a particular planning domain). In particular, we used domains well known from the IPC.
Depots is a planning domain from the 3rd IPC. This domain accommodates both blocks and logistics environments. They are combined to form a domain in which trucks can transport crates around and then the crates must be stacked onto pallets at their destinations. The stacking is achieved using hoists, so the stacking problem is like a Blocksworld problem. Trucks can behave like 'tables', since the pallets on which crates are stacked are limited.
Zeno Travel is a planning domain from the 3rd IPC. This domain involves transporting people around in planes, using different modes of movement: fast and slow.
Gold Miner is a planning domain from the 6th IPC learning track. A robot is in a mine and has the goal of reaching a location that contains gold. The mine is organized as a grid with each cell either being hard or soft rock. There is a special location where the robot can either pickup an endless supply of bombs or pickup a laser cannon. The laser cannon can shoot through both hard and soft rock, whereas the bomb can only penetrate soft rock. However, the laser cannon will also destroy the gold if used to uncover the gold location. The bomb will not destroy the gold.
Rovers is a planning domain from the 3rd IPC (we slightly updated the operators to satisfy the condition of disjoint sets of positive and negative effects -it does not affect the sequential planning we are dealing with). Inspired by planetary rovers problems, this domain requires that a collection of rovers navigate a planet surface, finding samples and communicating them back to a lander.
Gripper is a planning domain from the 1st IPC. In this domain, there is a robot with two grippers. It can carry a ball in each. The goal is to take N balls from one room to another.
B. Planners
All the planners we introduce here belong to the most success planners competing on the last IPCs.
SATPLAN then applies a SAT solver that solves it. Straightforwardly, SATPLAN's performance depends mainly on the Planning Graph itself. The Planning Graph, simply said, allows to perform a bunch of actions that do not interfere in one step (it prunes many symmetries). The number of such steps is denoted as Makespan. SGPLAN [22] (we used version 5.22) is a planner that decomposes planning problems in such a way that it satisfies the goals consecutively by a FF-based [3] planner. Such a planner may experience difficulties if a certain goal ordering is essential (for instance in the Blocksworld domain we have to build 'tower' from the ground, not from the middle) or a dead-end (a state from which the goal is unreachable) may be reached during the search.
LAMA [19] is a planner that uses multi-heuristic search accommodated with Landmarks [23] (fact that must we true at some point of the planning process), Causal Graph [24] (describes causalities between actions) and FF-based heuristics. LAMA's foundations are from a wider point of view close to SGPLAN's foundations, because Landmark heuristic can provide a certain goal ordering (goal facts are landmarks). On the other hand, SGPLAN' goal ordering is implemented in a different way (actually, SGPLAN's documentation do not describe how exactly).
C. Learning Phase
Regarding the macro-operator generation we took the results gained in [13] , [14] , where the number of training plans (generated by SATPLAN [21] or SGPLAN [22] ) varied from 3-6. Similarly, regarding the entanglements we took the results gained in [15] , [14] or generate the new ones by the method listed also in [15] , [14] . The number of training plans (generated by SATPLAN [21] only) varied also from 3-6. In the table I we can see the results of the learning phase. The generated macro-operators were assembled in the most cases from a sequence of two primitive operators, except the Gripper domain, where the macro-operators were assembled from a sequence of 5, respectively 6 primitive operators, and the Gold Miner domain, where one of the macro-operators were assembled from a sequence of 4 primitive operators.
The advantage of these methods rests in a little time (tenths of seconds) that was spent on learning. Combining macrooperators and entanglements (according to the proposition 1) can be also done in a little time. 
D. Comparisons
In the table II we can see the number of actions considered by the planners during searching for plans (obtained by the LAMA planner [19] ). It is clear (from the definition of entanglements) that the number of actions considered by the planners in the 'entanglement' case cannot be larger than in the original case. However, in the Rovers domain the entanglements were able to prune only unreachable actions, so the number of considered actions remained the same. Regarding the macro-operators, we expected that the number of considered actions will grow (in the Gripper domain it grew rapidly). On the other hand the results showed (thanks to removing replaced primitive operators) that in some cases the number of considered actions is lower. When the both learning techniques are combined it in the most cases (except the Gripper domain) leaded to the lowest number of considerable actions. As the example (Section VII) indicated the reason of this rests in inheriting (full) entanglements by macro-operators and removing primitive operators replaced by macro-operators. By a simple consideration we can see (in the most cases) that macro-operators define links between primitive operators. It means that (full) entanglements are propagated by these links to operators that were not directly involved in these full entanglements.
In the table III there are presented the results of time comparison 2 . The results were obtained by SATPLAN, SG-PLAN and LAMA (see Subsection VIII-B). The cell value '>600' means that the planner did not find the solution within the timeout 600 seconds. The cell value 'err' means that the planner terminated with unexpected error, for instance, SATPLAN terminated in the most cases from out of memory reasons.
In the table IV there are presented summarized results for the both time comparison and plan quality. We also provided numbers of problems successfully solved in the time limit of 600 seconds and we pointed out how many of these problems were solved in the littlest time with respect to the particular reformulation (ties are stated in all the corresponding columns). Speed-ups are computed as a geometric mean of t orig /t (t orig stands for the running time of the original problem, t stands for the running time of the reformulated problem). We took into the account only such problems, where the original and reformulated problem were both successfully (4) 11 (6) 11 (2) 11 ( 
E. Discussion
The presented results showed that combining macrooperators and entanglements is reasonable and can help to improve the planning process.
1) SATPLAN: By using entanglements we can prune unnecessary actions. It makes the Planning Graph less complex even though makespan mostly remained the same. The experiments showed speed-ups in all the tested problems that were solved within the timeout. The experiments showed also speed-ups in the Rovers domain (entanglements) even though there have not been pruned any reachable actionsentanglements probably eased the computation of the Planning Graph. Potential success of using macro-operators rests in the reduction of makespan. For instance in the Gripper domain, SATPLAN was able to solve problems with macrooperators in two steps (makespan=2) even though the original problems were unsolved. However, if makespan grows or is reduced only slightly, it may result in slow-down, because the Planning Graph can be much more complex (increased branching factor). It happened in many tested problems (except the Gripper domain). Combining the both approaches (macrooperators and entanglements) brought benefits like reducing makespan and making the Planning Graph less complex. The experiments showed significant improvements in the Depots and Gripper domains. Only in the Zeno travel domain the results were slightly worse than in the entanglement version.
2) SGPLAN: In the Gold Miner domain, the SGPLAN's behavior was weird, because in all the tested original problems it unexpectedly terminated after about 3 minutes of running. Using macro-operators resulted in increasing of SGPLAN's performance, except The Gripper domain, where the macrooperators were more complex and the number of their instances was very high. On the other hand, using macrooperators in the Gripper domain resulted in a significant increase of quality of plans. Entanglements brought an improvement as we expected, however, in a few Depots problems the performance rapidly decreased. It was caused by the fact that pruning actions via entanglements in the Depots domain makes dead-ends. As we mentioned dead-ends together with ceratin goal ordering make trouble to SGPLAN. On the other hand the quality of plans in the 'entangled' Depots domain significantly increased. Combining macro-operators and entanglements, however, did not perform very well, for instance in the Depots domain the results were significantly worse. Promising results were gained only in the Rovers domain.
3) LAMA:
The success of learning methods stands on reducing the number of explored nodes or simplifying the computation of the heuristics. Macro-operators helped LAMA to reduce the depth of explored state space which resulted in performance improvement, except in the Gripper domain, where slow-down was caused by the extreme number of macro-operators' instances. Entanglements, on the other hand, helped LAMA to simplify the computation of heuristics which also resulted in the performance improvement in almost all the tested problems (depotprob7654 is only one exception). Combining macro-operators and entanglements brought additional improvement of the planning process (except the Gripper domain, where the extreme number of macro-operators' instances were not reduced much by the entanglements). It is the worth of a mention that in the Depots domain all the problems were solved within the hundredths of seconds (at most 0.12s) ! In the Gold Miner domain the original problems were solved in more than four times worse plan quality -probably caused by LAMA's heuristics.
4) Concluding Remarks:
By summarizing the results we obviously found out that the success of the learning methods rests in the planner we are using. On the other hand, in the most cases the results were better in reformulated problems (macro-operators, entanglements, the both) than in the original ones. It showed us the reasonability of such approaches. A promising point of using the combined approach rests in the fact that in the most of the tested cases the harder problem we reformulated bigger speed-up we obtained. However, we should raise a question how the learning methods can be further improved. We believe that there is still a space for future investigation, especially in terms, how learned knowledge can be efficiently evaluated. By this we mean to decide in a reasonable time, for instance, whether a macro-operator should be generated or not. Second question we should raise is about theoretical aspects of the learning techniques. Obviously, when we eliminating actions or primitive operators, then it can break the completeness of the planning process. The IPC benchmarks we used here for the evaluation differ only by the number of objects. It resulted in the fact that knowledge learnt from the several simple training plans is valid also for more complex problems (in the particular domain). However, in the real world applications it might cause troubles, because initial or goal predicates might be very different there.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Learning for planning seems to be a good direction for improving the planning process. The presented results showed that combining different learning techniques together, in this case macro-operators and eliminating actions (via entanglements), can bring a promising outcome.
Obviously, there remains a space for improvements. For instance, it is possible to adapt the methods for macro-operator generation to be able to consider entanglements during the process where the primitive operators are selected for assemblage into macro-operators. We should investigate more thoroughly how the learned knowledge can be efficiently evaluated, because it is quite necessary to decide whether learned knowledge should be kept or thrown away. The remaining question should discuss whether the evaluation of learned knowledge should be planner dependent or independent. The experiments we made here pointed out that the performance of the planners might be very different when certain knowledge is used. It might bring doubts about planner independent evaluation of learned knowledge. On the other hand it should be studied more thoroughly to make brighter conclusions.
Removing primitive operators or some actions from domains might break the completeness of planning process (some originally solvable problems might become unsolvable). It may happen very occasionally for problems like IPC benchmarks (in experiments we made here it never happened), because they differ by the number of objects, not the kinds of initial states or goals. Studying the theoretical aspects of this might help us to identify, for instance, which problems become unsolvable when some reformulation is applied etc. It will be necessary for the real world applications. Additionally, handling with time or consumable resources is essential for the real world applications. It will be necessary to extend the learning techniques also for temporal planning and planning with consumable resources.
